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AIRPORTS-AN ECONOMIC SURVEY

By A. A. Walters*

The enormous (about 12% a year) expansion in the number of aviation passengers
ove: the 1950s and 1960s and the first half of the 1970s has created a large demand
for airports. Technological developments in aircraft design-particularly the
introduction of jets and wide-bodied aircraft-have changed the deniand for
airport capacity. Runways have been lengthened and strengthened and terminal
facilities greatly expanded. The improvement of an airport (for example, to take
jet airplanes) often involves investment in other airports. Consequently, rather than
the gradual expansion of runways and buildings, there are many decisions to be
made on "lumps" of investment, that is to say on all-or-nothing propositions.
Similarly, the evidence suggests that there are large economies of scale in the
operation of runways. Optimum size and location are important elements in the
investment decision. The cost of access has a strong effect on both location and
size. Modelling the access and air transport system, with a view to exploring
optimum location z size, involves appropriately linking many sub-models of each
activity.

Airports do not merely involve travel; there are implications for urban
development, pollution, noise and industrial activity. Although the shape of cities
influences the location of airports, airports in turn influence the structure of urban
areas, and even regional development. The consequent costs and benefits, although
not directly the responsibility of the airport authorities, are alleged to be significant
or even dominating in the decision-making process. Constraints on building and
land use are, for example, instruments of planners' policies. Planners may see the
airport as a critical magnet to achieve what they regard as desired regional or
urban form (Jodeau (1969), Goldstein (1973) ).

Most air transport takes place between the great urban areas of the world, and
large airports have become associated with the metropolitan areas that they serve.
Yet air transport also plays a unique role in those areas where the population is so
sparse, or the terrain so difficult, that the provision or surface transport is too
expensive. Typically, the demand is for a very low-volume system with the basic
minimum of runway facilities. Then there are the usual problems of upgrading the
facilities to reduce unit cost and, incidentally, increase capacity.

Finally, airports are institutions with organisational objectives, The systems of
charging should be rationalised in the general framework of airport finance. The
general economnic rule would be to charge marginal cost for the use of airports.
Thus airports that were much in demand would have high landing fees, and there

Professor of Economics, Johns Hopkinis Utnivc- hy. Much of the research underlying this article was
carried out while the author was a member f the staff of the World Bank. The views expressed,
however, are his own and do not necessarily reflect the attitudes of the Bank. The article has
bene filed from the advice of A. A. Churchill, Alfred Goldstein, Aaron Gellman, Frank Thompson
anid MrsJ. Wishart -but they must be absolved from any responsibility for error and omission. Mrs
Betty Easter and Mrs Ruth Hunter provided ,valuable help in assembling the biibliography and
Checking references.
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would be a differentiation according to whether the aircraft wished to use the
services at peak or at off-peak periods, Although this general principle is most
valuable, it must be modified in practice, primarily by the requirements of
administrative -ase and acceptability. Furthermore, because of the high fixed costs
of low-volume airports, it is most unlikely that charges fixed on such a principle
would enable the airport to cover its costs. It may be held that general suLbsidies for
air operations are not desirable; then there is the problem of raising sufficient
revenue to cover costs, while at the same time rnsuring that the charges do not
inefficiently deter traffic and lead to underutilisation of the airport. This suggests
that some form of two-part tariff might be appropriate.

As technology improves and aircraft become larger, competitionr among airports
becomes keener. The position has often been exacerbated by the tenrdency to
overbuild airport capacity partly because an airport serves the purpose of a
national monument (albeit an expensive one) and partly becaLlse airports usually
are publicly owned and Jack the necessaiy discipline on expenditure.

For short runways, there seems to be considerable scope for upgrading airports to
accommnodate jet or even turbo-prop operation where, at present, only light
aircraft can operate. For long runways, the evidence suggests that the future
demand could be absorbed substantially by more rational pricing policies and by
utilising more efficiently the existing capacity through appropriate operating
procedures and techniques, rather than by the provision of additional long
runways. In fact, the increase in the number of passengers per aircraft may well
take up all the expansion of demand for long hauls. Then no new long runways will
be justified. I

THE AIRPORT MARKET

Air transport provides movement for both peo)le and goods. The demand for
personal travel arises from househol(ds (the ultimate consumers) and from
businesses and government (a derived demand). Household demand is determined
by the wealth of households and the price of a ticket, as well as by the prices of
complementary and substitutable goods and services; probably most important
irnfluences are the quality characteristics of air tr.quel and the progression of taste.
Business demand is determined by the marginal productivity of a journey by air
relative to its cost (in both money terms and time foregone) and, again, by the price
of alternatives (such as telephone, surface transpoi t, etc.).

The proximate demand is in the form of passengers to be niovecd from A to B.
Airlines then plan aircraft movements which will meet this demand. Translating
passeniger demand into aircraft movements and schedlules is onie of the main
problems of the airlines. On each rno;ement, lhowever, there are problems of
servicing the aircraft, on the one hand, and the passengers on the other. Airports,
like airlinies, must serve aircraft movemenits as well as passenger moenments.
Aircraft lequire air space, runwvays, and other terminal capacity such as apron-
stands, -whereas passengers require tern-iinal builinigs with (heck-in facilities,

XThis does not, of course, imply that there will be no more Dallas-Fort Worths and Mirabelles in
the future.
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restaurants, etc. These, in turn, are served by surface access such as roads and rail
connections. Airport investment and location are influenced by the urban
development required to provide people to man the airport.

This view of airports and air transport as an ever-widening circle of inter-acting
consequences is compounded by the need for compatibility of airport and airplane
schedules. The planning unit in airline economics is the route. Airports on the
route must satisfy minimum requirements in terms of runway length, navigation
aids, etc. Hence, there is a powerful motive to "keep up with the Joneses" so that a
country or city is retained on the route. If a route is fixed, then upgrading one
airport on the route will usually mean that all others should be considered for
upgrading also. Piecemeal investment is likely to be inefficient; and this applies a
fortiori to navigation systems.

DEMAND
Passengers and Freight
It would be convenient if one could always distinguish between the passengers who
are travelling on their own account, sometimes called leisure traffic, and those who
are paid for by some firm or governmental agency, often called business traffic,
(We shall call them L.T and BT, respectively.) The usual criterion for defining BT
is whether the expenditure is allowed as a deduction for income tax purposes. The
natural supposition is that LT is part of final consumption. In some models of
consumer demand (such as those suggested by Lancaster) one would argue that
even LT is an input among others for some more ultimate want, such as a week on a
beach or a visit to one's mother. Verleger (1972) ).

The determinants of the demand for LT may be considered from a list derived
from Marshall's Principles: the level of income per capita; the relative price of air
travel compared with close substitutes such as surface transit; the prices of
complementary goods and services, such as the tariffs on hotel rooms or the fees for
ski instruction. But air travel has the characteristic feature of generally being
speedier than alternative forms of travel; consequently, the passenger's valuation of
time will play a role in the choice.

The (leterminants of the demand for BT are clearly Ihe marginal productivity of
the travel to the firm (or government) compared with the price of the ticket and the
time (presumably working time) taken up in travel. The travel will be bought if the
marginal produicti%ity exceeds the price-- in both money and time.

As one might expect, BT and LT (liffer widely in their demand patterns and in
the load imposedl on facilities. BT tends to be concentrated in typical commuting
hours -early morning and evening whereas LT clusters around weekends and
ho]lidavs, with baggage as a major problemn. It is often conjectured that the demand
elasticity for BTI is very small coinpa red with that for LT; but clearly much depends
on the availability and price of close substitutes.

Time-series methods have been employed to measure the characteristics of the
dlemannl function (Brown and Watkins (1974) ). The dependent variable is usually
total lew.nue passenger-miles (RPM), and the independent variables are fare per
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mile, disposal income per capita, and a time trend term. In aggregate time series, it
is normally impossible to distinguish BT from LT; and thus such studies must be
carefully interpreted, Probably in most countries BT dominates the air travel
market, and one wouie ."xpect that the lower the income level of the country the
more important would BT become. (But clearly there are many low-income
countries where tourism is a major industry and LT, for foreigners, tends to
dom-ninate.)

The results from the time series studies suggest that there is quite a high long-run
elasticity of demand with respect to the fare--the point estimate in Brown and
Watkins (1974) for the United States 1948-1966 is 1.71. No analysis was made of
movements in the prices of substitutes, 3tich as the price of a rail ticket or, more
important, the cost of automobile travel. It is clear that the relative cost of inter-
urban automobile travel fell quite dramatically over this period; this suggests that
the true own-price elasticity of demand is rather higher (in absolute terms) than the
estimate. The incomt elasticities have suffered from multicollinearity: over the
time series, both incomes and passenger volumes have expanded togetlher. Thus
one must rely primarily on cross-section data.

Cross-section analvsis of the effect of fare per mile has again been mainly
restricted to the U.S. domestic city pairs (ung and Fujii (I 976) ). Clearly, there are
difficult problems of standardising inter-city pairs so that they may be
appropriately compared (Brown and Watkins (1974), p. 106). But also there is a
question of identification, Interstate fares per mile are regulate(d by the Civil
Aeronautics Board. The principle of regulation is that of "covering the cost".
Although this may be subject to a very large number of interpretations in practice,
it means that the more dense the traffic on the route, the lower the costs, and so the
lower the regulated fare per mile. (Again, however, the gradual liberation of
airlines from regulatory conLstraints has much blunted this effect in recent years.) In
the cross section, therefore, one would observe fares per mile declining with the
falling costs as passenger throughput increases. 'I'his effect is also compounded by
the fact that the larger the number of passengers, the greater the service frequency
and the more attractive the service. In the Brown and Watkins study, the extent of
this proportional fall in fares was very close to the value for the price elasticity that
they had derived from the time series analysis; but this correspondence cannot be
taken as affirming that the fare elasticitv is about 1.7. Computation of the fare
elasticity from 1972-3 changes in fares for short (less than 500 miles) dlistanices ir
the Soutlheast ITUnite(d States suggests that the elasticity may be inuch higher, in thz
range 1.8 to 3.1 (Jung and Fujii (1976) ). The balance of evidence suggests that
an elasticity of about 2.0 is appropriate. 2

If we treat the cross-section a.nalvsis as tracing out the regulateol price ( average cost) for varying
quantities of amssenger miles. we should interpret it as:

d. (log of average cost per passenger mile)
d.lgOr ngr miles)............... 2

and so: ILog of total costs 0.5 (log of passenger mniles) + constanit. rTh; sggr%rs that, oni this
iriteipr tatioli, there are cornsiderable econornies of scale in air operations. It is the sqiuare root
rule a (loubling of traffic will inc(rease costs by only 5) ",..
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TABLE 1

Cross Section Estimate of Demand Elasticities

Miles Ti2ne Elasticity Price Elasticity

400 -0.51 1.02
650 -0.45 1.07

2,500 --0.37 -.1.17

Source: De Vaney (1974).

Another important variable in the cross section is the air journey time per
mile-the Brown and Watkins results suggest that the elasticity with respect to
journey time is about 0.5. As one would expect, it varies according to the length of
the trip.3 De Vaney has carried out the most detailed analysis of city pairs, and his
main results are reported in Table 1.

It will be noted that these values allow for an assumed access time to airport of
50 minutes. 4 If only the flight time were incorporated in the elasticity formula, the
values of the elasti'-ities would fall considerably-to about -0.2, according to De
Vaney (1972). In view of the increasing on-the-ground delays experienced in travel
to and from airports and in security procedures, one suspects that the elasticities
which incorporate the access and ground time have been rising considerably in
recent years. The values may more nearly approximate to unity (as suggested by
Biown and Watkins (1974), but for different reasons).' There are no separate
results for business travel and leisure journeys, although one may readily conjecture

'If T is the total time of travel, a hours is spent in ground access and i hours spent in air travel,
then T=a±t. Thus if e, is the absolute elasticitv of demand with respect to T and e, is the
absolute elasticity of demand with respect to t:

CT T dX

X dT

(a + t) dX ifais constant.

X dt

Tlhus ET= Et +a) etT

Orinwords: TIotal Time Elastiiity ofDemand (AirTimeElasticity) otal TimeElaticty) Air Timne

From the point of view of airport investment, the interesting variations are between access time and
fare and demand. TIhese are pursued below.

4 De Vaney reports (letter to author) that he ended by only allowing for one access per trip. Thus the
time Casticities reportcd above should be higher, '1'hroughout all this analysis access time is valued the
same as in-flig;it time.

5These resuFts suggest interesting implications for the provision of fast access (by helicopter, for
example) and for the types of configuration and design of airports. These are pursued in National
Acadeniv (1975).
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the sort of figures one would obtain. On leisure trips, the price elasticity wvould be
larger than average and the time elasticity smaller.'

It has been widely argued that the price elasticity of demand for business andl
official air travel is smaller than for leisure trip-, certainly the airlines' attempt to
segment the market is consistent with this hypotheses (Cooper and Maynard
(1971) ). Similarly, it has been suggested t7hat the time elasticity is small; the
business trip will be undertaken whatever th<: elapsed time required. 7 Variations in
the time taken will not much affect the number of busines trips. This is another
manifestation of the theme of fixed proportions in the production function of
business firms. While it may be useful as a short-run approximation, it is unlikely to
be a useful approximation for behaviour in the long run.' Indeed, the vast
expansion of business travel in the 1960s, notwithstanding the imnprovemenit of
telecommunicatiorns, was clearly associated with the reduction in travel time and in
discomfort caused by the introduction of the jet airplane. It would probably be
unwise to assume that the time elasticity of demand for business travel is
substanjtially less than (absolute) unity.

Although rapidly growing, freight is still a relatively unimportant item in air
carriage. Much is carried in the bellies of the large jets, and consequently the
capacity available is closely associated with the primal passenger demand.
Specialist freight services are all at present rather small, but are growing rapidly.
All-freight carriers do cause special problems for airport managemnenit, but they
will not be considered further in this survey.

To summarise, therefore, it appears that the measured elasticities considerably
underestimate the true elasticities, which should reflect the generally increasing
waiting and access time. One can make no accurate assessment of the effects of such
confounding, but my conjecture is that the total (value of time plus fare) elasticity
of demand is around 1.5 to 2.0, varying with the length of haul and the
composition of traffic.

'As in the case of ocean shipping, air transport has been divided into the scheduled (liner)
sector usually operated under cartel conditions and a non-scheduled (tramp) sector consisting of
charter, package deal, and other services. The international cartel IAIA (Iriternational Air
Transport Association) was sponsored by governments to maintain fares, revenues and orderly
markets for scheduled services. Fares on scheduled services have been maintained at high levels, but
the pressure of entry into the scheduled sector has resulted in low load factors (Wheateroft (1969),
Cooper and Maynard (1971) ). 'T'he fact that non-scheduled operators have invaded th.at market, and
particularly international flights, is largely explained by the inability of the cartelised scheduled
operators (IATA) to prevent them from entering the business. (Laker is the most widely publicised
break in IATA's defences.) And the scheduledinon scheduled distinction has faded. 'T'he traditional
airlines offer a high probability of a seat and minimum waaiting whereas the low-fare airlines provide
a lower chance of an available seat. Now the tratlitinmin;l airlines try to fill tlp thleir scheduled aircraft
with "standlby" and other low-fare customers.

'For example, see the evidence presented to the Roskill Cornnmi.siorn summarised in its Report
(197 1).

TI'here is a problem of consistency. If it be admitted that the value of time for a business journey is
high (perhaps almost double the wage paid to the person making the trip), then one might expect
rorresponding savings in time to be most valuable and to affect the fiequen v of trips where the
ma iginal productivity exceeded the additional money cost. Furthermore, it would stimulate industries
which used travel intensively compared witli those that used it S9Jdringll.
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Size of Aircraft and Air Transport Movements
Given the estimate of the number of passenger trips which impinge on an

airport, either as departures or as arrivals, the next step is to assess the implications
in terms of number of aircraft movements. This translation turns very largely on
finding the appropriate types of aircraft in terms of seating capacity, and on the
estimated load facto-. on the route. These factors are to some extent simultaneously
determined by the passenger demand -- since that will itself be influencedl by service
frequency and by the fare, which will depend upon cost and so on aircraft size and
load factor. 'IThere have been few attempts to model such a simultaneous system.
The most cormlnmon procedure, described in "i me detail in Volume VII (p. 79 et
seq) of the Roskill (1971) papers, has been to regard the forecast number of
passenigers as relatively insensitive to small movements of fares and frequencies, or
at least to assume that any such adjustments can be handled by ad hoc methods.

Load factors are largely determined by the amount of competition permitted on
the route and by the regulation of fares (Edwards Report (1969) ). In the United
States, fares are regulated by the Civil Aeronautics Board. The form of the
regulation tended to fix fares relatively high on dense routes and low on sparse
routes.' I'he airlines then adjusted their frequencies and load factors to these
regulated values. Each airline was induced to add a service to a route, provided the
revenue coveredl the additional cost. Services expanded until the load factor was
driven down to the breakeven level, and there was much wasteful excess capacity on
dense routes. On the less den-se routes, the opposite occurred and frequencies
deflixied: this has led to suisidies being paid to induce airlines to provi(le an
.,adequate" service on such routes (Douglas and Mill (1974) ).

For much international scheduled air travel, the number of flights is determinedl
largelv by negotiation, sometimes indeed at the diplomatic level. The ostensible
purpose is to prevent "wasteful comnpetition" and to ensure that the chauvinistic, if
not the profitable, interests of governments are properly defended. Naturally, it is
difficult to forecast the load factors that emerge from such horse trading.
Fore(asters have tended usually to assume that "normal" or "historical" average
load factors are to persist in future years+- although occasionally there is a rude
awaketning, such as that occasioned by the drastic cut in services and increases in
load factor cause(d by the dramatic rise in the price of fuel in 1973-74. The airline
industry is changing rapidly. Scheduled services now fill up with standby and other
low-fare traffic and overall load factors of 70 per cent are now not uncommon.

The siz.e of aircraft might be thought to be easy to forecast, since aircraft take a
long lead time to plan and produce. Yet errors in allowing for aircraft size are most
important foI example, they accounted for the largest part of the gap betwveen
pred&Ction an(d outcome in the Roskill (1971) forecasts of air transporL movements.
In fact it is not easy to forecast the "mix" of aircraft size likely to ernerge larger
airci aft l'lere introd(i(ed far more qiiickly than the Roskill forecasts anticipated.
Ibve real )roblemn is to ju(dge the "success" of an aircraft. Sometimes it is relatively
easx, as with Concorde's lack of it; but, on the other hand, few foresawv the failure
of the Comnet or the inmmense success e(njoyed by the Boeing 747 and 727-200 series.

'In re(ent years the CAB has modified this principle, and fares are (ree p;ng closer to marginal
tc3st
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Yet the main trends are apparent. The increase in number of passengers per plane
will arise largely from the larger aircraft and, at least for a time, from
improvement in average load factors. Lord Boyd Carpenter, then Chairman of the
Civil Aviation Authority, in a speech at Brighton in May 1976 thought it very
unlikely that the "future increase in passengers per plane will fall below 5 per cent
per annum." This is, of course, a pessimistic estimate and my best guess would be
about 7 per cent. This suggests that most of the expected increase in passenger
demand may be absorbed by the increase in passengers per aircraft. And, allowing
for irmiprovements in ATC and general runway management, it is likely that we
shall be near what Lord Boyd Carpenter called the "Boeing E.quilibrium"n", where
there is little or no demand for new runway space.

Airport Landing Fees and Substitution
Although traditionally economists consi(ier price as the most important variable

influencing demand, in airport discussions the landing fee is often treated in a
paradoxical fashion. On the one hand, it is often alleged that variations in the
landing fee will have little or no effect on the demand for runway capacity, since
the landing fee is but a small fraction perhaps about 2 %, or at most 7 % of the
total costs of the trip. On the other hand, one hears, often in the same speech and
sometimes in the same sentence, that, if landing fees are increased too much at
Heathrow, London will lose much valuable traffic to Paris. "' I'his ambivalence
illustrates Marshall's Law: the first point about the "imlportance of being small"
shows that, ff there are no opportunities for substitution, the elasticity of (denandi
for an aircraft's use of the runway is simply the prodlucL of the elasticity of demand
for the trip multiplied by the fraction that landing fee costs bear to the total costs of
the trip. ' But the second proposition illustrates the consequences of substitution; if
Paris (Charles de Gaulle) is a very close substitute for London's transatlantic flights,
a rise in the landing fee applied to all London's airports may see a substantial
diversion of traffic. I'hus, while it is quite sensible to coniclu(de that if all the
competing airports in a region raised landing fees there would be little effect on air
transport movements, it is misleading to suppose that there would be no effect on
tllt' demand for a particuLIar airport's operations if it, and it alone put up its fees.
Perhaps the main reactions would be expected from those operators to whom
(lisplacement to other airports is not expensive. These may include a very large
fraction of general aviation movements, " as well as the package tour and charter
firms.

"rIThe (Clhai ira n of the CAA, First Public Hlearing, Roskill (Commr issi ii. No b6n ell lerT I Cli8

X For an exposition of the theory, see I .L.va rd arndi Walters (1 78).
LIn I)oganis andc I hompson (1973) it is shown that laniling fees are vii tuallv always k'ss tha.n 7%*t,I of

total costs Hlowever, care must he exerciseld in interpreting these (lharges, air potts umiSiIllv extra( t a

(onsiderable flio1iljilv rent from such facilities as dhoy free slhtp-,, rent a (a agencies, p.riking, evtn
In many Ameri(an airports, the revenue frotmi sm h facilities excee(ds that frotm land(ling fees. And( in
mav 'IThird World countries there is an "airport tax" levied otn passenigers.

I (General aviation consists primarily of light aircraft, air taxi. air (-ommuter and liglt (hatter.
Some idea of the elastic iy of (lemandi of gene-ral aviation an he gauged froml the rea( tidon to the large
increase in landing fees in New York in 1 969 See Carlin arid Park (1 

9
70a) and Walters (1 9741).

4 Evidence appears in the search of charter firm.s for heap airports in the mettopolitatn areas of
Nortlh America.
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Since the general practices of airports were borrowed from those of seaports, one
finds a similar form of discrimination in airport charges (Carlin and Park (1969),
Little and McLeod (1972) ). Virtually all airports increase charges according to the
weight of the aircraft. Even in the use of runways there seems to be some inc rease of
costs as the size of aircraft increases -- for example, turbulence increases the
distance between aircraft. With other terminal facilities, the cost increases with the
number of passengers. The progression with weight, however, is greater than the
increase in marginal costs of catering for the larger aircraft, and represents the
application of the principle of "ability to pay" or what the traffic will bear. Large
aircraft have fewer substitute airports than small, and so more is extracted from the
airlines for the use of the scarce facilities. Most airports levy charges for passengers
(and freight); somiietimes these are paid by the airline, and in many countries an
airport passenger tax is levied on departure. Long-distance (for example,
intercontinental) flights are charged more than domestic or intracontinental
services- again reflecting mainly ability to pay rather than costs.

Like any other service industry, many airports offer a wide variety of specialist
services for the airlines, such as stand space, towing, fuel provision, aircraft repair
and servicing, navigational aids for at least the vicinity of the airport,
administrative offices, and so on. Some, such as the tower navigation services, are
mandatory for all users; but nmany services are optional extras and are clharge(d for.
By regulating the supply of such services, the airport autlhority olviously has some
power to extract a sul)stantial surplus (which, of course, may be passed on to a
trade union. as has hippened so frequLently in seaports). Direct services to
passengers- such as car hire, duty-free shops, restaurants provide other
opportunities for the exploitation of its high rents of accessibility' as well as
possibilities of excercising monopoly privileges. Little has been done to study these
phenomena, but they are unquestionably important; many airports in the UInited
States cover more than half their financial costs by revenue frorn such services. lb

As with many other transport facilities, airports experience marked peaks in
demand. The daily ebb and flow are a consequence of the hours of the business
day, whereas the annual peaks are usually connected with holiday traffic. Yet
changes in fees that vary with the time of day (and the diurnal variations are most
important) are quite unusual. Generally, airport managements, particularly those
in the United States, look upon them as discriminatory (which they are not) and
much resentedl (which they are), and are reluctant to impose them until facilities.
become appallingly congested. " Indeed, the use of landing fees to influence

"'As always, it is important to distiniguiish between rents of u ces.Nibllity andi monopoly profit. T he
former arise because of free competitive bidding for space, the latter because the qiiantizv of space is
restricted so that, for example, airport located rent-a-cars are more expensive than und(ir free entrv
conditions.

'"A recent controveztse 1ox1 the toittrihotilo (Il concessions to revenue is to be fotund 1on pages r,/ t
seq in Na tional Academrry(1975).

''For example, the New York Port t-ithot it allowed small atir( rzft to land on dluty runways (dtirinig
peak hours fora fee of $5 and tliisun(loubttedlyt uZnDtrtlntcu much to thevery longdtl las whichwere
experience(d at New York airports during 1968. When the fee was raised to $25. the heavy congestion
disappeared. See Walters (1974). Peak pricing was introduced in London (Hleathrow) in 1972 bv
imposing a surcharge of £20 per movement during the summer mornings. See l.icth- an(d MeLeod
(1 972)
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demand, either by peak spreading or by redistributinig marginal traffic, has only

recently become a centiil concern of airport authorities, and then mnainly in the

United Kingdom. The process of "demand miianagemiienlt", as it is usually called, is

one of rationing of flight slots, "rationalising" services, using route or landing

priorities to favour large scheduled aircraft, dispatching general aviation on

circuitous routes, and so on. Agreements on flight slots are sometimes, as in the

case of London (Heathrow) in the late 1960s and 1970s, volvec( from a users'

committee (Little and McLeod (1972) ); at other times they may be nlegotiated with

suitable reciprocity between the airline and the airport authority. " In effect, all

such rationing procedures have the effect of (lissipating the surplus which the

airport could earn. Rationing is a substitute for revenue and involves substantial

real costs. "
In reality, airport pricing policies are normally determined by accounting

criteria the need to keep a subsidy down to a certain level, the aim to break even

or to earn a profit. A fundamental difficulty is that the accounts are presented in

terms of historical costs and, if land is entered at all, it is shown usually at a low

cost, This practice leads to economically pererse pricing- since the

airports that were built earliest are "low cost" and so low priced; but these are often

the airports that are close to the urban areas and so highest in order of preference

of travellers, and so likely to be congeste(l. -" And, generally, it leads to too low a

level of airport charges and probably to too much airport invcstmezit.

The application to airports of the principles of marginal cost pricing has not

proceeded very far (Eckert, Dygert in Howard (1974), Carlin and1 Park (1970a),

Little and McLeod (1972) ). In priniciple, one should levy short-run m,arginal cost

(including a so-called rent element necessary to ensure that demand is equal to

supply at effective capacity) for existing facilities. Each airline takes account only of

the costs it incurs in wvaiLing in the stack or queuing for departure. It will not take

into its accounts the costs of the dlelays that its additional flights impose on other

airlines. The well-known case for congestion )ricing is that the marginal

costs -including the addlitional congestion costs of all other airlines should be

reflected in the price for the use of the facilities.2' Thliese congestion charges are

simply the quasi-rents for the scarce airport capacity; they are exactly analogous to

the charges that would be levied by a competitive induistry, if it were conceivable, in

the rent-a-runway businriess. 2 3

'"On occasion. these n-cotiations develop such heat that they he,mne diploniatit incidents as in

the case of the first refusal tc 'llow Turkish airlines to operate from Hleathrow 1hi eats of rteta!iation

rapidly resulted in a reversal.
"in recent years airport pricing in Britain has been -oving quite rpididly away frorm the rationinig

approach and toward a peak pricing systenm. Peak fees and( pa.ssonget (ala l gt'N will be the major source

of airport revenue,

"I;or example, the investnment in Kennmclv (ldlewild) was undertaken long before Nw.i rk andI

landing fees in Newark were about twice those at Rennldv

` An exception is where only one airline uses the airport (or nearl%' all the operation.s are htN one

airline).
'T1his is exa tly analogous to congestion pri i ng on1 the highways.

' Note that these charges do not reflect, the monopoly power of the airport autlhorities. Maximising

the net revenue of the authority would call for even higher fees anti a contrat tion of traffit instead of
ettAing the marginal cost (including * ongebtioi costs) equal to the fee, tthe autlhority would find the

volume oftr- ffit atwhich mnarginial revenue was equal to marginal cost fEkkert (1972) and (11973) ).
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Calculations of the congestion costs at existing levels of use have been made for
various airports--probably the most sophisticated study was carried out for the
New York airport system by Carlin and Park (1969). The marginal delay
costs---which comprised almost all the costs during the busiest times at Kenned)
during 1967 exceeded $2,000 per operation; they were over $500 at La Guardia,
and were usually hundreds of dollars throughout business hours." This gives a
measure of the waste that is caused by congestion, but it does not, per se, give a
guide to the appropriate fees to be levied. These must take into account the
demand conditions that is to say the fees that users are willing to pay. Indeed, it
was shown in New York that increases of general aviation fees to $25, only a small
fraction of the marginal cost, were sufficient to reduce congestion considerably
(Walters (1974) ).

One serious difficulty in employing congestion levies is that aviation, probably
more than any other form of transport, is much beset by uncertainties - -of weather,
technological failures, and conditions in other airports, including night curfews
and administrative constraints. The capacity of an airport may be changed1
drastically in a matter of minutes by a wind reversal or by fog. Schedlule(d
operations and fares and airport fees clearly can take into account "normal"
conditions: one may hope that in so doing they balance the cost of delays during the
bad weather with the modest underutilisation (luring the good.

Costs and investment
Fixing fees according to short-ruln marginial costs provides an appropriate pricing

policy and also gives the groun(lwork for developing investment rules. If there were
constant returns to scale in airports and if there were adequate divisibility of
investment, the investment rule would be simple: expand airport capacity if the
users, paying the fees discussed above, would cover the full costs of the extensionl. If
the inputs, particularly land, were priced accordling to their opportunity costs, this
rule would give rise to the best investment and would ensure that the airport
authority just broke even. If, in the long run, airport seivices are supplied under
conditions of decreasing returns (i.e. rising costs), airport capacity should be
constrained so that substantial profits are earned, Finally, if there are increasing
returns (declininig costs), there is a prima facie case for subsidising airports.

It is difficult to make convincing generalisations about the pattern of costs in
airports. Probabl) the main problem is their geographical specificity, and the
difficulty of conmparing like with like. In terms of aircraft and passenger
throughput on runways. for example, it is likelv that one four-runway airport is less
ex)ensive than two two-runway airports or four one-runway airports. -'

Certain central services may be shared, and there are minrimtum vial)ility levels
for some activities. But, to the passengers, accessibility is of great iml))portalicc. And
concentrating all runways in one )lac e, instea(l of spreading them about among the
population, would su.ibstantially increase access costs. Economies of scale are

IThe values are "per operation". which might be either an arrival or a (leparture.
`This issue was debated dulring the Roskill hedrings, assuming away differences in terrain. Note,

however, that the proposition applies only to rnunways and the aircraft throughput.
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limited by the size of the market. It is likely also that, as additional airport capacity
is built, less and less desirable sites must be chosen; the best get built up first, and,
because of the reqjuirements of airspace, the next sites will be inferior. There are
thus "natural" diseconomies which reiifoyce the (diseconomiiies of access.
Furthermore, it seems certain that, with the forecast increase in the numiber of
passengers per aircraft, severe diseconornies will be ap)parent in the terminal
passengcer services for more than two or three long runways. Small airports can
"process" )assengers more quickly than large ones (see National Acadenmy (1975) ).

At the mirnimum level of service and for the small airports there is an important
"lumpiness" in the fact that a runway is needed as a minimunm requiremient. The
spectrum begins with a short runway, with no taxi-way, suitable for only light
propeller aircraft, As (lernand inicreases, so the use of the runwva) expands, until the
question arrives whether to strengthen and lengthen to enable jets (two- or three-
engined) to operate. It is unlikely that the short runway will be fully used (indeed it
is likely still to be used very far below capacity) before it becomes desirable, because
of cost reductions due to larger aircraft, to build the longer jet runway,. Thus the
form of the total cost functions, somewhat stylised to show a constant variable cost
up to capacity, is shown in Figure 1: the heavy line shows the minimum cost
expansion path. It will be noted that marginal costs are always below average costs
for the range of throughputs on the expansion path. 'I'his constitutes an element of
the case for subsidising small airports.

Over a certain size, however, capacity becomes the d(oninant consideration. Thlis
is certainlv true for the 3,000-metre runways, and probably for many of the 2,000-
metre runways. Then the large airport will find it efficient to operate at effective
capacity (i.e. on the vertical section of the total cost cunre); and additional capacity
will be added (in lumps) by new runways, But the upgrading of airports in many
developing countries to accommodate intercontinental jets is usually carried out
long before there is any capacit)y constraint on an existing 2,000-imetre runway.
Thus, except for the main airports in ELuIpean and(l North American cities, the
pattern of relevant costs is represente(d by the concave expansion path shown in
Figure 1. In practice, there is not the extremne discontinuity shown in the figure.
Capacity can be increased by providing taxi-ways, fast turn-offs, different patterns
of runway usage, provision of a short runway for light aircraft, etc. These round the
corners of the cost function and modify the slopes; but the essential pattern
remains.

So far, the discussion has been conct'r ned with runways but another imnportant
elemenit of airport investment is termirial capacity, to deal primlarily with
passengers. 'I'here is little lumpiness of units of investrmnent in passenger handling.
But there is a choice between capital-inte nsive methods (finger )iers, ramps,
mnoving walkways) and labour intensive ones (nmobile lounges). 'I'his iuggC.sts that

low volumne airports an(d seasonal p)eak traffic at high-volnime aii ports sshould tiuse

the mobile lou nges, while the hard.core traffic is accommniodated through the finger
piers, etc. (see FitzGerald and Abdelroneirn (I1977) ).

Althotugh it is clear that there are nmarkvd ecornomies of' s(ale in the provisionl of
runways, it seems equally likely that size eventually 1)1ings diseconomnies in the
provision of terminal facilities, such as car parks. a(( e-sA lo airmplane, etc. It is not
only in the old airports but also in new ones, such as DIallas Fort Worth, that the
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length of time required for a passenger to pass through the terminlals increases with
the size of the airport. Thus it is the diseconomies of terminal operation that may
well limit the size of airports in the future. On present estimates, by 1990 the
number of passengers per aircraft will mean that at capacity over 20 million
passengers per annum will pass through a one-runway airport. The balancing of
the diseconomies of terminals with the economies of runways suggests that future
air-ports should be limited to two independent runways. But this is only a
provisional conjecture; the evidence for each paricular case must be assessed.

Pricing policies for small airports
With small airports which experience no congestion, landing fees and other user

charges should reflect the low costs of using underutilised runways. But this
marginal-cost pricing will give rise to financial deficits which must be financed
from one source or another. In developed Western countries, many small airports
are subsidised partly by the municipality (the residents of which are thought to be
the main beneficiaries of the airport) and partly by central government (Gellman
(1975) ). In LDCs the responsibility is usually borne entirely by central
government, and in some cases the expenditure is considered part of the defence
appropriations.

The strong objections to subsidy no doubt may be held to apply particularly to
airports. 'I'he discipline of "covering the costs" may mean desirable air movements
foregone, but it is likely to forestall overbuilding, overgilding and featherbedding.
Suggestions for pricing policies give a balanced budget range from some sort of
average cost pricing (often under the guise of long-run marginal cost pricing and
discriminatory pricing according to the elasticity of demand) to various forms of
multi-part tariff.2 6 In. practice, some form of two-part tariff is often used for
airport finance; thus an airline that uses a particular airport on a regular basis will
find it profitable to enter into a long-term contract for airport services, and may
simply pay an annual rent for the right to use the runway. Casual users, of course,
are charged a normal landing fee. But it is not so easy to apply multi-part tariffs in
the same way as in electricity and gas supply, largely because there is no essential
and exclusive "hook-up" equipment.

Protagonists of a full-cost pricing policy for airports rely on the proposition that
the elasticity of demand for an airport's services is likely to be small--and so the
(listortion of resources is probably trivial.2 7 This is likely to be valid only if all
alternative airports follow suit; otherwise there is the chance of a large-scale switch
to the subsidised airports.

This discussion raises an old issue; would it not be best to permit the unsubsidised
competitive provision of airports by the private sector? There has been little
lesear h on the likely consequences of freedomn to enter the airport buLsinIess. One
may conjecture that there is sufficient competition from other modes, the threat of
new entrants, and the performarnct of competing airports to provide both

h An ingenious development of a programming approach to give simultaneously a "fair"
(nr itril)ution to fixed costs and an investment test is to be found in L.ittlechild and Thompson (1977).

v'See evidence by Sir Peter Mlasefield, Chairman of British Airports Authority, to the Roskill
Commission: Papers and Proc cedings, Public Hearings, Part 1.
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constraints and incentive for the private owner. Apart from the extensive system of
general aviation airports in many states in the USA, however, such competitive
provision has never been explored. Government subsidies are a potent drug which
airport authorities are most unwilling to forgo.

Externalities

Externalities are usually defined as effects (bad or good or some mixture) of a
production process for which there is no market transaction. Thus polluters do not
have to pay for the inferior air quality that they impose on the affected population.
In airports, the most important cost that does not appear in the accounts of airlines
or airports is that of noise. The householder or landlord who resides under the
flight path near an airport has no right to regulate the flights over his territory. 2

Nor has he the automatic right to redress for the intrusion of considerable noise. In
the United Kingdom, there has been no disposition on the part of the courts to
provide any compensation. On the other hand, in the United States, and
particularly in California, courts have made awards of substantial damages in suits
against the airport. Predominantly, however, aircraft noise remains an externality
which affects large numbers of people. In principle, it would be possible for all the
households affected by noise to agree with the airport authority on the quantity of
noise and the compensation they require for suffering the din. But agreement
between large numbers of people is difficult to reach, and each has an incentive to
hide his true preferences-- a typical example of the "free rider" problem.

The quantification and, a.fortiori, the valuation of this externality have been the
subject of hot dispute. On one side (e.g. Crowley (1973) ), it has been argued that
virtually all the disamenity of noise will be reflected in the lower values of noisy sites
compared with the quiet plots. On the other hand, it has been suggested that there
can be no adequate measure of the disamenity of noise, and certainly no sufficiently
comprehensive valuation of it can be adduced from property values (National
Academy (1977) ). Nevertheless, there appears to be a minimum consensus that the
differential property value provides some sort of measure - although views differ on
whether that tells the whole story (Paul (1971); Mishan (1970) ).

Fortunately, for the analyst, aircraft noise is a local phenomenon and is confined
to a narrow tongue extending for some kilometres from the end of the runway
(Flowerdew (1972), Walters (1975) ). The proximity of noisy houses to quiet ones
provides the opportunity for ceteris paribus comparisons of the selling prices (or,
where not controlled, the free market rents) of houses or, more rarely, plots of land,
For most well-established airports with more than a decade of jet operations, these
noise differentials in the prices of houses approximate to the long-term market
value of quiet.2" And the quantity of quiet will be very different just beyond the
threshold of the runway from the quantity five or six miles away.

Although there is no natural quantitative measure of noise, accousticians have
devised ordinal scales, such as the Noise Number Index in the United Kinigdom

" 8
The old principle that a landowner disposes of the resources under the land and the airspace

above it was abolished by Section 9(1) of the Air Navigation Act in Britain in 1920. His air rights were
expropriated and vested in the aviation industry.

"Over a decade or so, it is likely that there is so much natural movement that the costs of
movement may be ignored in the evaluation, see below.
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(NNI), the Composite Noise Rating (CNR) and the Noise Exposure Forecast (NEF)
in the United States, and the Isosophique (I) in France. All are weighted averages of
the high frequency peak noise and number of occasions on which the noise of an
aircraft is heard, and all broadlly give the samrie results. "'

In most studies of aircraft noise, the area surrounding the airport has been
divided into contours according to NNI, C8NR, etc., and the depreciation of houses
ostensibly due to aircraft noise has been noted(l. 'IThe results of these studies,
summarised in Walters (1974) and Nelson (1976), suggest a dlegree of consistency
which is surprising in view of the diverse methodologies and measures. They suggest
that the number of percentage points increase in the depreciation of the price of a
house due to a one-unit increase in NNI or CNR is between 0.3 and 1.0 or between
0.45 and 1.5, respectively. Furthermore, with suitable assumptions they can be
interpreted to show that the demand for qtUiet is elastic with respect to permanent
income (somewhere around 1.5 to 2.0).

There are various levels at which one may make use of these noise differentials in
planning the location of new airports, or the demise of old ones. A crude approach
is simply to debit or credit the differentials multiplied by the number of households
affected. " This will give differences between alternative locations for the airport,
which are often quite good enough for a first comparison of sites. There is,
however, a large variance in individuals' tolerance to noise; some are much upset
but others may happily put up with it. Consequently, the simple (lifferential does
not take into account the fact that people may move to more preferred locil )ns.
At a cost, the sensitive may avoid noise by moving away - allowving the
imperturbables to move in; and, if there is a sufficient lead time for a new airport,
there is always the normal movrement of households which can take into account the
effects of noise. The process of natural movement, noise-induced moves, and so on
is one that has been n-modelle(d in the Roskill papers. 3 The principles are simple,
but the calculations are c-rncp1t-x.

Many of the uses of suic-h noise (lifferenitials are for the purpose of deciding on the
costs and locations of nzew airports, or at least of new or lengthened runways on
existing airports. But what about closirig existing airports or runways--.s it possible
simply to write the costs of noise as benefits? Unfortunately, no. The population
around existing aiiports has long ago adjusted to the environment; and the lower
prices for houses in noisy zones, and aniy movement costs that arise as
imperturbables sell to the senisitive because of the new peace, must be debited to the
closure. This gives considerable strengtlh to the case for leaving existing airports
open even when, as in the case of London's Heathrow and New York's Kennedy,
they have very consideerable effects on large nuinmbers of families.

Nevertheless the noise stu(lies do indicate how to arrive at sensible decisions on
the widely touted solutioris to the problenm of airport noise. TIhese inclu(de, inter

"0See Walters (1975). rhey are t plr oxilidrvel': linear transforms of each other.
3"This encompasses only the nioise effects oli houiseholds anid is thought not to cover the noise on

schools, hospitals, parks, etc. It is likely, however, that much of these effects will be reflected in the
house price dlifferentials. See Waliters (I X.

12
Roskill, Papers and Proceetiing., Vol. VII, 1970. Walters (1975), ihowever, shows that the final

iigures fit a simple linear pattern.
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alia, spreading the operations around so that each part of the community gets its
share of the noise (bad because it does less harm to concentrate the noise
experience), restricting night operations (probably good, since night movements
cause about ten times the annoyance of any day movements), hushing the noisy jet
engines by retrofit (doubtful, since much of the benefit can be obtained by less
costly methods), and levying landing charges according to the amount of noise
emission (see Walters (1975), Nelson (1976), and De Vaney (1976) ). A number of
airport authorities, e.g. Japan, France and the Netherlands, have introduced
airport landing fees that vary with the noisiness of the aircraft-but there is a long
way to go before the fee reflects the calculated cost of noise. 33

Notwithstanding the fact that the price of a noisy house near an airport may be
30% less than the more expensive houses (Walters (1975) ), the calculations of total
noise costs, and the differentials between new airport sites, are relatively small when
compared with the prior expectations of many informed observers and with the
other costs, such as those of surface access. And this is in spite of the biases toward
magnifying noise costs. Nevertheless, partly because of the substantial returns
that accrue from quite a small expenditure on lobbying and political pressure, it
seems that noise is likely to bulk large in airport decisions.

The problems of truly compensating those who suffer are complicated by the
process of capitalisation of expected compensation in the price of assets. In the
United States (and particularly in California) the courts have made a series of
decisions requiring airport authorities to pay compensation. 3 5 In the United
Kingdom, the Land Compensation Act of 1973 provides for a money payment to be
made to those property owners who are affected by a new runway or changed use of
an existing runway. This measure is likely to reduce the immediate depreciation of
price of houses under the flight path, so that the existing owners do not suffer so
much loss; however, after a time, the differential will revert to its long-run
pattern. 36

Although noise is the dominant (bad) externality of airports it is by no means the
only one. Others, such as air pollution and traffic congestion, are associated with
all such projects, and the location problem is one of "here rather than there."
Airport authorities are inclined to emphasise the good externalities of their
facilities-such as higher wages and plentiful jobs--which themselves increase rents
and house prices in the vicinity of the airport. Although again this is a question of

"3 See Suurland (1976) and US Council on Wages and Price Stability (1977). Certain guidelines on
charging for aircraft noise were being studied by an OECI) panel and were scheduled for release in
early 1978. Meanwhile, in Britain, the Civil Aviation Bill (published 15 December 1977) allows
airports to "discriminate" in favour of quieter aircraft.

34 In the Roskill research, for example, it was assumed that, through a time trend, people at a given
income level would increase their valuation of quiet life; tastes were thotught to grow continuously
more quiet and contemplative. if one discounts the ex cathedra statements by eminent town planners,
there seems to be little evidence of such a sea change.

35In the Westchester (1976) decision the Supreme Court of California ruled that, notwithstanding
the fact that a property owner bought his interest at a noise tliscount, he was nevertheless entitled to
additional compensation from the airport authoritiesl Legal opinion, however, suggests that this is
unlikely to stand.

"6 The Act sets strict limits on the amount of compensation; in practice, it is likely to fall
considerably below the actual depreciation due to noise.
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'hc-ie rather thani there", such increased values are a windfall to the owners and are
part of the benefits of an airport that are only partially, through real estate and
income taxes, appropriated by government.

Externalities planning
With understandable professional chauvinism, planners have often proclaimed

that decisions about airport investment are first and foremost issues that should be
determined by planning criteria,3" In principle, the planner claims not merely to
take into consideration, but also to weigh and judge, those aspects of human
experienice which are not, or are only inadequately, comprehended by the market.
As an objective this Olympian ideal is unexceptionable, but the reality is what
matters, In practice, planning has no methodological discipline and no way of
organising evidence in a coherent form beyond the form that appears in cost-
benefit studies. The use of "consultation" to discover what people really want is
largely a matter for public relations rather than a tool of research, although these
planning inquiries can be useful in illuminating issues which may otherwise be
obscured. In fact, the planner will normally make a judgment about the
appropriate location of an airport on a mixture of personal, aesthetic and material
grounds3 8 .

Nevertheless, the urban consequences of an airport location may be of
considerable importance. Some locations may make it cheap to accommodate
airport workers and ancilliary industry and population, whereas other locations
may be much more expensive. The present state of the art of urban economics,
however, is far from the stage where it can model and evaluate all the multitude of
facets of the residence-work location process. 3 The accurate prediction of the
levels of rent is far beyond the power of empiric?' economics. Nevertheless, some
startling differences may be worth noting. For example, in the Roskill study, it was
observed that the Maplin (then called Foulness) site would involve building most of
the airport town on piles; thus the Commission took into account this additional
cost in the cost-benefit study. It is probably possible to take into account the
differenitials in supplying other services, such as water and sewerage, for different
locationm, and, if these services are provided at cost, the differences will be reflected
in house prices and rents. That is about as far as the present state of the art will take
us.

Access by surface
The main cost-benefit studies have shown that, among the various factors

considered, surface access costs are very importanit and indeed dominate the
discrimniiiiation betweern sites. And this gives rise to the much-publicised
tdilemma put the air)ort near the people and put up with the noise for the
,-onvenient acrcss, or localte far away and buy peace at the expellse of poor access

"Professor (now Sir) Colin Buchanan frcqtwv nitly and eloquently put this case during the course of
the Roskill Commission. See Roskill Report (1971) and Hall (1970).

' Perhaps the best account of the phirl;niig mind is to be found in the eloquent minority report by
Buchanan in Roskill Report (1971).

"The New Urban Economics wvhich deals with these issues is in the stage where it is producing
parables, not policies.
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(de Neufville in Howard (1974) ). Many populists allege that poor access can be
banished by high-speed, usually uni.oiiventional, forms of transport to the airport.
Investigations have shown, however, that there is no magic solution to the access
problem-and, as experience has ((,nfirmedl, i-onventional methods, such as car,
bus and ordinary steel-on-steel rail, are the onlv options worth considering. " And
the need to link airport traffic into the metropolitan distribution system suggests
that the closer the access system is to the econiventional network the better."4

The methodology of assessing surface access, therefore, tends to follow the
conventional forms of transport modtels but with one big difference. The
destinations for outbound passengers, and similarly the origins for inbound
travellers, are few nainely, the airports considered in the system. The choice of
airport and access to it is a joint choice, depending upon the price (in a general
sense, reflecting all the costs) of the air trip and the journey to or from the airport.
This interaction is complicated further by the fact that the larger the number of
services the greater the attractiveness of an ztirport. (A large airport will generally
have more inter-line and feeder services as well as more frequent departures and
arrivals.)

It is, however, extraordinarily difficult to model this scale effect of attractiveness
formally into the transport model. It is best dealt with as a separable effect in
allocating traffic beLween airports. In the Roskill analysis, for example, the
attractiveness of an airport was calibrated along conventional gravity model lines.
In other airport modelling such as that which has been used in centrally planned
economies--- the allocation of traffic is finally solved by simple dirigisme. In
situations where there is considerable freedom of choice, the authorities appear to
have much underestimated the deterrent effect of access distance and few
services. "

A preliminary decision of some importance is to define what airports and what
catchment area of traffic are to be irwluded in the system. Tht more airports and
the wider the area included in the assignimient procedure, the greater the
complexity of the analysis and the likleilhoodI that errors will compound the
forecasts. A judgment must be made on the point at which detailed articulation of
the access analysis gives wav to a more summnary aggregate treatment. For example,
a detailed treatment of the jet airports .1 tnmc south-east was clearly worth pursuing
in the Roskill enquiry; and it was probably worth while modelling in the Midland,
and even the Manchester, airports. But the airports and traffic in Scotland and the
far north of England were treated on a sunmmary residual basis only.

With known flights anid passengers at each airport in the system, the problem
remains to forecast passengers' donestic origins and destiniations and allocate them

40Note that even fast "conventional" rail miet itls, such as the Ad'van(ed l wassnger Train and the
fast trains of Japan National R.wilwv.s. are not suital)le for transit (listances of less than 100
kilometres. See, however, Miller (I 'J7 1I

"This was one of the main reasonss for v.xtendinlg the I,ondlon Undeirground to Hleathrow as an
alternative to a faster British Rail eonnection,

4'Probably the best known case is the lulii -. N'dtatnal competition in Washington, D.C. Dulles,
although a splendid airport, is about 5Ujkni from the central business district, whereas National is a
mere 8 km. Dulles has remained und(leutilisedi for many yc.Lu.. while Nl4atilonal has been much
overcrowded. Rationing of flights into Natirtihal lia- divertedl traffit both to Dulles and to Baltimore
Washingten Internationial Airport.
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to aiirportS. TI'he forecast of catchment areas is determined primarily by calibration
with respect to income per capita, population and the location of business. The
-eally difficult part is to allocate passengers to airports. Minimum access cost is a

v!iterion which is clearly inconsistent with the evidence; people will often undertake
longer and more costly journeys in pursuit of the appropriate departure time or
tvree of service. Some sort of "assignment curve" technique or probit analysis may be

t: to model (but to cover our ignorance of) the complex set of factors that
.ileternmirne passenger choice.4 3

It is difficult to judge the success of these methods of allocation and assignment.
No doubt they are easier in the case of the extension of an existing airport than in
the assignment of a new airport. One would expect that an analysis of the outcome
in the case of those new airports that have been built, such as Dulles and Charles de
).,aulle, would be of some interest in testing the veracity of such modiels but so far
as ome can discover no work has been published along these lines. One particularly
Jn-iportant issue, on which there is little information and analysis, is that of modal
,1 hokie. Airport access is somewhat different from the traditional concerns of modal
h h.jice anralysis (usually commuter or relatively long-distance traffic), since it is

,,fto'n highly seasonal with much baggage. Fortunately it appears that, for deciding
the location of airports, modal choice is probably not a dominaint determinant,
although it gives rise to some doubts about the shaping of transport systems and
terminals.

The evaluation of alternatives has been carried out by the conventional
miethodology. But in location studies it has been normal for the passenger benefits
to be taken as given for all options, so that the differential is one of costs only.
Beniei-ts will differ according to the extent to which different airport locations will
generate or repress traffic, The reluctance of analysts to place much, if any, weight
on genlerated traffic arises partly from ignorance and partly from the argument
that the differences in costs between different airport configurations are only such a
small part of the total costs of the trip that they can have only a miniscule effect on
the propensity to travel. (But, as pointed out above, there may be a switch outside
the system.)

I'he costs are conveniently divided into operating costs (and the implied value of
time) and capital costs. The treatment of capital costs must vary according to the
pattern of transport planning used. In Britain, there is a well-formulated planned
sequence of upgrading and new building of roads. The main effect of an airport
will be to bring forward in time some of the improvements, while delaying others.
Since motorways and freeways are large lumpy pieces of investment, it is sometimes
poj)ssible for the airport traffic to be accommodated easily in the lee of one of the
niwrstment waves. 4 4 The "bringing forward" technique avoids many of the
problems said to be involved in allocating the costs of a new highway between
au )port and non-airport users. In the case of Dulles, the FAA "solved" this problem

, enlsuring that the access road was restricted almost entirely to airport users. Such

'One recent study of this kind is Metra (1975).
"It will be noted that, if the site is sensibly chosen, it will be where there are existing good

communications; sites where there are poor communications and few planned (e.g. Foulness called
%iaplin) are unlikely to be good sites.
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conspicuous waste is llailllv ti) b ( eLnwrindi .. - . i'./-,nle ilt imallili
T
g, there is no

reason why airport users slould be .tkout te cithe r fair trc.atmei,t or foul."5
For rail investment-- inclb,i;iria the ii- b ahil of a neiv rail lire. either trunk or
spur-the issues are more TJiuplhii L . I'h ritical fiow of passengers is high in
order to achieve freque-! i. wiiih in' :le6 ,ie iil -l, iie widely preferred to the bus
alternative. In a few (-s.- le ( .;t . :' the ai; iw'rt tr-affi, can simply be grafted
on to existing suburban s. L"u. ri-.iiy l. 7.woe- i.-epzepolitai areas do nlot have
such a convenient netvoik otl ail a it el so the lmtiilinig of a special line is
mooted. However, it is very dniIwl- tij! a1ny tii port willi have a sufficient load of
traffic per se to justify a i i] li )t Is tli,mtha a short anid in1expensive spur to
an existing line. And ir.?' a' !" 1i pt X wr lines atre un.ilikely to be built in most
meti opolitan areas of the,., x-i ]d.

The operating costs are cah ulated from the relatiotnship between capacity and
the expected volume of traffic, anid for ovaluatioi purpose.s they are entered net of
taxes. Perhaps the fier(est disagreeinu nts have wiice geiieratcd ove'i the treatment of
time savings. The differericr-, in tiwe -fu alternati-ie sites tend to be rather small on
the average -although this average differ enrei applies to a large number of
passengers. There is an albidiig feeling that small dtifferences in time, incurred on
only a small numbem of oii aions;) per alummn per p3i) 1on, are imiperceptible, and so
not valuable----or at least that flivir valle is (( Ollsid rably less than the proportionate
amount of a large c1huik of time."' I"Fim tht- busint ss tlavellm i, the ti arusformation of
a time saving into a nmuev ' -. iii't)%e,-si findtlini,g the laolur (:OSt to firms of those
who travel on busiwnss: this K dies v.i s tlhe bout Iv wagv or salary and adlding the
additional costs of enlloyiivili a pamsami4  Uildcr C011kpetitiVe COn(litiOjIS, this is
merely another way of irnea>|. inhg the l(oss in real tutl)ut ---the iiarginal productivity
per hour-of the additionil time spent in travellinig. Criticismns of such measures
have usually hinged on allegatiots of the invaliditv of the marginial productivity
theory of distributioin arid tht vxiste iw ot .,parc- labour zi.pacity. In my view, such
criticisms have not cr.uiiv-d the day, I ;d. ,abltj- 1 alway s to the unjicertainty of the
statistical base, the labOUr cost app- 4.d! i is the b)est we have. For leisure travel,
however, one can inaishal in iioe no such mnarginal productivity theory. One
must depend on obsenrimgr g liUUr. p Nlost studies that have been made
are concerned with coiialnitillng awlti only fiagniwrita 'v evidence is available for
airport access trade-ofS. The geaineal zesult is to suggest that leisure time should be
valued at 25% to 50% of the bou0 lyw;q- ceirt cvbhl Oefo)re tax is deducted. "

" In mnuch informal discussion, it is sorietinies .;n edl tliat the authoritucs should discriminate
against airport users, sitice on1 the tU their inituore iS liiglwit thani that of the rest of the
population, and piublhi investmnvit shOlU ld IWr A iZiE; 1MtIMI biaS' toWardS thle poor an(ll Iiewly.

" At first siglht. it seerlit seem hat, iot hsr srai4tetlt. flt, iisils that use a altue of time to
evaluate road pr(oje is slioulhi iot detirtur hiem- uS it aw that oanme value inrjiP ifCvig or zte.e riiig airport
projects. However, where thete i! a ta,ill . Xwl the aigutitetit for such awmixm-ru ical treatment is

deduced from the propositionl thalt atirprlt a. es > :riw, f are 'ldi,erut" from the normal trip. See
He-a ri nigs, Roskill (l9ti0).

4"Surveys shows, howeve, tlhat businesnieaa iaurait ,it 0 3(t,zradetler-abule amiount of work while seated
in aircraft or lounge.

P'or a comprehensive suxve' of the value` vi-iie see Ymel . I47);1
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The appropriate valuation of time is the subject of a long-standing dispute in
transport economics, which can be resolved or at least hushed only by the further
study of decision-making involving the time-money trade-off. This remains
meanwhile a large uncertainty in the evaluation. It is usually dealt with by
sensitivity tests with different values of time (see for example CTLA Report
(1970) ). But this is hardly satisfactory. 4 9

Access by air
The criteria for air access are quite different from those for surface access. Air

space is the prime requirement; and, for the ideal Air Traffic Control conditions,
large airports must be a minimum of 32 miles apart.S° However, such ideals are
very misleading. For example, the New York system contains three airports within
this radius; but it will be noted that they are not four-runway airports, and the
ATC for New York is operated as one integrated system. The real point is that some
sacrifice in terms of the reduced use of runways may be a good thing if there are
countervailing benefits from the location. But this is not the only e.st, for the
location of the airport can have a considerable differential effect on the number of
kilometres that aircraft must travel to gain access to the airport and air routes.

The modelling of air traffic is made analytically difficult by the very large
number of variables involved-type of aircraft, weather conditions, timrr of day,
mix of traffic, etc. Analytical methods such as the theory of quletues ha,v a very
limited application. Most useful models have proceeded to simulate the traffic and
ATC procedures and runway utilisation. i The inputs of traffic, a weather mix,
ATC procedures, etc., are fed into the model and there emerges the utilisation of
runways, the throughput of aircraft on each runway, and the distribution of
waiting times in the "stack."

These outputs then provide the basic data for the evaluation of: first, the location
of the airport relative to some alternative; second, the benefits from having an
additional runway; and third, the costs of different alignments of runway at a
particular location. In practice, however, it is usually possible to settle this last
(alignment) problem without recourse to the model. Runway operation which is
unimpeded by conflicts of air space can vary from about 35 to 40 movements to as
many as 60 or even 70 movements an hour-much depending on whether visual
flight rules are in operation, whether it is operating as a joint larding and
departure runway or exclusively one or the other, and so on. The appropriate
design. of runways has been changing remarkably. The "complete independence"
requirement was that runways should be 5,000 feet apart; but now it appears that
new ATC procedures enable close-spaced parallel runways to be operatecl with

4"A further complication is that it is often alleged that those who suffer the noise are poor, while it
is the rich air traveller who saves time. Much has been made of the asymmetry of this trade-off
(Nwaneri (1970) ).

50This requirement, for full independent operation under instrument flying conditions, does not
take into account the possibility of a micro-wave landing system (MLS).

"' One much-used model is that developed by Airbome Instruments Laboratory (1969). This was
used in the simulations for CTLA (1970). More recent simulations are available from the FAA -see
FAA (1977).
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something near to the capacity of the independents. This emphasises the difficulties
of making the long-range forecasts that are required in airport planning. 52

The cost-benefit criterion f£ ,r new runway capacity is simple: a new runway
should be built when the present value of the benefits in terms of the amount which
airlines (and ultimately their passengers) are willing to pay for the additional
facilities exceeds the present value of costs when a charge equal to the short-run
marginal cost is levied for the use of the runway. This is the normal area-under-the-
demand-curve criterion. But airports do not use marginal cost pricing, and
consequently, with too little runway capacity, there is the familiar process of
queueing in the stack. Whether one should count the reduction in queueing costs of
existing traffic as part of the benefits of a new runway depends on whether one
takes the pricing policy (below marginal cost on the existing runway) of an airport
as given. If it is so fixed, the reduction in queueing costs of existing traffic is indeed
part of the benefits of a new runway; and traffic on the enlarged airport will not be
as large as it "ought to be" because the price is above the much lower short-run
marginal cost. 3 This is no more than an application of the theory of the second
best.

In airport planning, . owever, a rule-of-thumb is normally proposed. This is that
the runways should have sufficient capacity to handle, with small delays, the
fortieth busiest hour during the year. Although as a rough guide to future
investment this is not ridiculous, the criterion cannot be used for detailed study of
investment plans. It ignores items such as the costs of providing the capacity and
the ability to spread or repel demand by peak hour pricing.

The evaluation of the air traffic implications of a particular site relative to its
alternatives can be conveniently assessed in the form of: first, the loss of runway
utilisation, and second, costs of additional travel. The loss of runway capacity
because of conflicting flight paths can be evaluated by the costs of bringing forward
in time the additional runways that will be required, given the assumptions on
pricing policy, etc. The loss due to additional air kilometres involves valuing the
cost of additional flying hours and the time of passengers on a basis similar to that
used for the evaluation of delays in the stack. Again, the same problems arise with
respect to the value of passenger time that have been reviewed in the case of surface
access, and a similar treatment is appropriate.

Methodology of airport investment decisions
From the large studies of airport investment that have been carried out in recent

years, one may derive a number of lessons, which we may now review, The most
outstanding feature of the studies has been the complexity of the problem; airports
have substantial ripple effects, and it is by no means certain when the ripples are
small enough (especially if there are a lot of them) to be ignored. Yet the problem is

"A more dramatic change would be the development of MLS radar, which would massively
increase the capacity of the terminal air space. But securing the necessary measure of international
agrrc-ment will be very difficult, as was illustrated with respect to Decca's Area Navigation System in
the carly 1960s.

" On this, see the criticism by Forsyth (1972). Rightly or wrongly the Roskill Commission took the
view that its terms of reference did not include recommendations about the appropriate pricing policy
and its effect on the timing o f the need.
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more manageable than, say, the London Motorway issue, And this is because it is

possible to carry out the research and investigation with .swpara lc m1odels. I'he
ATC can be separated from the surface access model, and the urbanisation stlidNy

from the investigation of noise. Of course there is interaction between these

separate models-but it is small and manageable. Thlis dlistinguiShes airport studies
from studies, of urban motorways; there the interactions of transport with land use

and location are central and fearfully complex. Indeed, it appears that there are

good reasons for not developing a large integrated model in airport investilleIt

planning.
Perhaps the main reason is that technology has changed and is vI)ecte(l to

change rapidly in air travel, and it is extremely difficult to make pre(lictions for

even a few years ahead. " Thus one needs to develop an approachi that cani easilyi

and cheaply incorporate changes in key paramneters. This will also uisually ensure
that the methodology is transparent, so that one can understand the dietails of the

process and "see" what is happening."i Thus one can mort rea(lily use nlon.

quantitive information, such as knowledgeable hunches and the X ariety of informedl
opinion, to test the robustness of any conclusions,

Such separable models, of course, have their disadvantages. 'IThev need( to be

stitched together and the seams are likely to be weak. One of the main skills is to
develop sub-models so that they can be fitted togtlher into a colherent whole. A'here

is no theory of such a model development it reinains an art. Onie need'I to guelss

what can be ignored and what cannot.

Fortunately, in airport location decisions, there is one imiportant sa'inig gat(c;

one is concerned only with the differentlial costs between airport sites. In Rotkill's

terminology, one must measure the height of the wave and not the (depth of the sea,

This enables the analyst to avoid many of the much debated isstues which arte

extraneous to the problem of airport location.
One striking feature of airport investments is wvorth notinig. Virtuallv all large

airport projects- and probably many or most small airport projects are mlooted

many years before they are economically desirable. Airport authiorities and

government officials seem to be congenitally c()mnuitted toi layin g (lowin new

runways too soon and in too liarge a number. "' In the case of Lon(lon, for

example, the airport authorities had urged dates for developing a third airport

which, in the event, proved to be some ten years before the third airport would be

economically justified; a rather similar experience occurre(d in the New York

system. 5' The ones that got away such as Dulles haive very largely establishedl

this proposition of "too much and too soon." Whlether these lessonis hlave been trulv

"As an example, the Roskill Commission's forecast of the speed of introtductio of wilde bodied jets
was clearly discredited within two years of publication of the Repoyt. See alsto I1'lwinnt,i ( 1975).
Candela (1969).

"Experience with complex and highly interacting econometric mtodels ;11gqgvsi' that tilis
transparency is most imnpo-rtant. Nonsense can often lurk unillumninated and unsuspet ted in the

inaccessible recesses of such models; it is less likely to be passe(l over in models of a simplei strud tuw.

"in evidence, at the Roskill CTLA Hearings in 1968, Sir Peter Mlil;field demonstrated this effect

in a claim that nine long runways would be needed for London. In fatt, !,ondon will nwnage nicely
with four or at most five until the mid-1980s, and probably far bevondl.

.See National Academy (1972) and Foster et al (1 971),
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absorbed by influential decision-makers, however, is very doubtful. The
development of Mirabelle (at Montreal) and the planned second Toronto airport,
as well as Dallas-Fort Worth, suggest that, whether or not they have appreciated
the proposition, they have not acted upon it. This is in part an effect of the peculiar
financial arrangements of airports, in part a consequence of pork-barrel politics
(but on rather a grand scale), and in part an iconolatry.
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